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Kilcreggan to Gourock ferry

Result Details

Question

04
Which issue or issues might make you reluctant to use the ferry?

Answers

125
95%

Skips

7
5%

0% 20.5% 41% COUNT PERCENT

 Reliability 101 40.24%

 Timetable 84 33.47%

 Comfort 44 17.53%

 Price 13 5.18%

Other Option 9 3.59%

Other Responses

Answers

9

70,685,715

Weather
Wednesday, Feb 12th

12:08PM

70,680,931

Prices rises may be considered providing they're comparable to other similar ferry services and the comparable cost of

alternative modes of transport.

Wednesday, Feb 12th

11:11AM

69,673,263

Safety
Wednesday, Jan 29th

1:15PM

69,663,762

Gourock-Kilcreggan timetable does not match the Coulport-Helensburgh bus without a very long and cold wait.
Wednesday, Jan 29th

11:22AM

68,176,146

none
Wednesday, Jan 8th

11:33AM

67,834,572

Safety during inclement weather Friday, Jan 3rd 9:09AM

67,806,165

Poor weather forecast
Thursday, Jan 2nd

7:08PM

67,795,450

Safety!!
Thursday, Jan 2nd

3:53PM

67,708,811

Boat just not up to scratch
Wednesday, Jan 1st

1:23PM

Comments
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Please use this space to add any other information

Comments

31

70,810,359

All three of these are poor - the timetable is very random and rubbish for people catching buses or even trains a lot of

the time; reliability has been awful this week (Feb 10 onwards) despite the weather being OK most days) and as for

comfort...

Friday, Feb 14th

7:11AM

70,685,715

See other comments for answer to this.
Wednesday, Feb 12th

12:08PM

70,620,747

The two boats currently in use are basic to say the least and do not have a toilet for passengers use. What do you tell a

wee child who needs to go and needs to go NOW.

Tuesday, Feb 11th

1:34PM

70,463,089

forcast is always a factor in making decision
Sunday, Feb 9th

4:34PM

70,401,042

Current ferry is uncomfortable and does not have enough inside seating.
Saturday, Feb 8th

6:17PM

69,862,923

If it cannot be relied upon it will not be used, this is self-evident. The comfort is important, for health and

wellbeing(would SPT entertain a contractor attempting to use a bus where half the seats were open to elements on a

service contract? Or a bus which failed to meet noise regulations?) and the long-term prospects of the route; if

passengers do not feel safe onboard, however irrational their fears may be, they will find other means or stay at home.

SPT abrogating responsibility for the seakeeping qualities(not to be confused with the certified qualities set and

inspected for by the MCA) of the contracted vessel have inevitably produced a vessel which is mismatched to its piers,

showing neither in best light. There is little chance of even the Island Princess's limited seaworthiness being challenged

because her rather lively movement when alongside makes attempting to cross the oscillating gangplank the weak link

rather than the ability to complete a crossing. The only answer to this from SPT is vague promises of pontoons.

Saturday, Feb 1st

12:48AM

69,673,263

With the introduction of the island princess which does not have the depth or weight of the sea bus more sailings have

been cancelled as it cannot cope with the winds. It also has less ballast so is not as safe.

Wednesday, Jan 29th

1:15PM

69,663,762

Whilst the bus to Coulport matches some of the Kilcreggan departurees quite closely, the return journeys from Gourock

to Kilcreggan do not match the Helensburgh bus at all. This makes it impossible to be a commuter on that route and

return to my home in Clynder without a very cold & wet wait in Kilcreggan.

Wednesday, Jan 29th

11:22AM

69,064,376

I've had to miss a lot iof classes because of the bits not running. If I'd known it would be this bad I wouldn't have gone to

James Watt - I'm really worried about my studies now.

Tuesday, Jan 21st

2:52PM

69,030,132

I now use the ferry less often than I did when the MV Seabus was sailing daily because I am not confident that the

current ferry can cope with adverse weather conditions and is very uncomfortable. I am also reluctant because I would

be very afraid as well as extremely uncomfortable if forced to sit outside in adverse weather conditions. I would be very

happy to use the MV Seabus every Sunday during the summer months if the timetable made the journey feasible for

shopping/leisure trips to Greenock and Glasgow which it was not in the summer of 2013.

Tuesday, Jan 21st

8:55AM

68,785,012

Timetable seems very random. boat too small. Not enough space inside. Standing outside in December? A joke
Friday, Jan 17th

4:38AM

68,513,043

In poor weather you have to be mindful of a cancellation.
Monday, Jan 13th

4:04PM

68,367,546

No boat on a Sunday or when it is on it's at ridicules times .

The time table start and finish times through the week

Saturday, Jan 11th

11:16AM

68,343,853

Doesn't run late enough to enable people to commute easily from Glasgow or enjoy an evening out in Glasgow. This

often means I choose to commute by train from Helensburgh so I can access a return fare or drive to Glasgow. When the

weather is bad I often choose an alternative route rather than travel by ferry.

Friday, Jan 10th

7:28PM
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68,343,853 weather is bad I often choose an alternative route rather than travel by ferry.

68,235,917

If it's busy people have to stand - outdoors in many cases. That isn't acceptable. The boat isn't big enough and there

should be more sailings at peak times

Thursday, Jan 9th

10:30AM

68,189,736

Current boat is a joke
Wednesday, Jan 8th

2:37PM

68,120,941

They have recently started using a driver from the past who caused many sailings to be cancelled and Clyde Link are

using him again due to staff resignations. Since his arrival the reliability of sailings has plummeted.

Tuesday, Jan 7th

4:08PM

68,078,227

Current timetable awful - not joined up at all with trains and buses on either side of the river. Current ferry is dreadful -

people have to stand outside in mid-winter because it isn't big enough

Tuesday, Jan 7th

7:08AM

68,022,850

Friday time table does not suit as most depot staff finish at 12
Monday, Jan 6th

1:03PM

67,972,644

The current boat does not feel comfortable or seaworthy enough for the winter conditions.
Sunday, Jan 5th

5:42PM

67,918,125

The Sunday timetable is really very limited. It is not really worthwhile using it since the time you can spend in inverclyde

is so short. A much earlier ferry on a Sunday morning and a later one on a Sunday afternoon would be welcome. A later

ferry during the week would also be welcome.

Saturday, Jan 4th

2:57PM

67,897,844

Timetable has too suit, at the moment it does.

Reliability has increased in recent months due to the staff.

Comfort!this is a fishing boat with no personal space.everyone bumps everyone when it rolls.

Saturday, Jan 4th

7:34AM

67,892,365

reliability implies that it can only be considered on a day with reasonable weather (and apparently no easterly wind of

note whatsoever)

Saturday, Jan 4th

6:06AM

67,834,572

Timetable is set for incoming workers on the peninsula and not for the residents of the peninsula. The service is

frequently cancelled, probably about 20X to 30X more frequently than previously. People have taken to their cars. Kids

have withdrawn from courses in colleges in Greenock, Paisley.

Safety, especially at berthing, is a serious issue.

Friday, Jan 3rd 9:09AM

67,828,564

The current ferry is far too small for the crossing. It is uncomfortable and I worry about safety on windy days. It has no

proper seats and much of the accommodation is outside where passengers get covered in sea spray.
Friday, Jan 3rd 7:14AM

67,828,345

A late return service would be great - to be able to visit Greenock/Gourock in the evening socially would be a real plus Friday, Jan 3rd 7:17AM

67,827,892

Reliability is absolutely crucial. Current state of unreliability is losing passengers all the time. Friday, Jan 3rd 6:52AM

67,825,065

Lack of co-ordinated transport provision (i.e. a train leaves Gourock just as a ferry arrives, lack of information at points

throughout the supposed joined up provision). Friday, Jan 3rd 5:31AM

67,795,450

Not exactly a user friendly ferry, very old vessel, steep stairs and VERY unreliable.
Thursday, Jan 2nd

3:53PM

67,790,092

You do not mention SAFETY which I would have thought to be paramount concern, bearing in mind not to distant

matters that arose ???.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:27PM
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67,788,290

Appreciate that reliability may be impacted upon due to weather, but ultimately my safety is more important and

nobody can control weather.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:19PM
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